
VOLUME PEDAL 
GCB-80

DESCRIPTION
• The gold standard of volume controllers!
• Ideal for Pedal Steel or any style requiring dynamic volume
• Quiet, ultra-sensitive operation and heavy-duty construction

DIRECTIONS
To set up the GCB-80, first set the pedal position into the full “up” position (volume off) by 
pressing the heel end.  Then plug your instrument and amplifier cords into the proper jacks.  
(The words “Instrument” and “Amplifier” are on the rubber footpad.)

Once the connections are securely plugged in, turn on your amplifier and set the maximum 
volume you wish to use.  Press the toe end of the pedal all the way down (volume on full), and 
adjust your amplifier and/or instrument’s volume controls for the maximum desired volume.  
Experienced players generally set their maximum volume a bit higher than they think they’ll 
need, so that they’ll have some “headroom” to push and cut through if the rest of the band (or 
the audience) becomes unusually loud.

Now you’re ready to use the GCB-80.  While playing, you can make super-fine adjustments 
to your volume by moving the pedal in small increments, or you can make sweeping changes 
with bigger motions.  Guitarists often use volume pedals to create vibrato or Leslie-type 
effects by rocking the pedal while playing.

The GCB-80 is also useful as an “instant signal cut” device for swapping guitars while the 
amp is still on.  Simply turn the volume off by pressing the heel end down, then you may 
unplug your instrument and plug in a different one without disturbing your amplifier (or the 
audience!).

POWER
Passive in-line circuit requires no additional power

CONTROLS
• Pedal controls volume from none (up) to maximum (down)
• No springs; stays in selected position until deliberately moved

OTHER CRYBABY PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM DUNLOP:

The CRYBABY DCR-1SR RACK MODULE and CRYBABY DCR-1FC RACK FOOT CONTROLLER, to 
allow stage performers to access their wah effects from multiple locations!  (Detailed instruc-
tions for the setup and operation of these units are included in the package at purchase.)


